ABSTRACT. Let A denote a symmetric, solid Banach sequence space having {e,}^, as a symmetric basis and considered as a Banach lattice with order defined coordinatewise.
Introduction.
If X and Y are Banach spaces, a bounded linear operator T: X -* Y is called a Dunford-Pettis operator (or, as we write, a D-P operator) if T maps weakly convergent sequences in X to norm convergent ones in Y. In the case where X and Y are Hubert spaces such operators were once called "completely continuous", but the terminology gradually disappeared in favor of the notion of a compact operator (with which it agrees when the domain of the operator is a reflexive Banach space). In general, however, compactness of an operator is a more restrictive condition, a fact which is rather dramatically apparent in the case of operators defined on I1, all of which are D-P. The term "Dunford-Pettis operator" was introduced by Grothendieck [8] in view of the pioneering work of Dunford and Pettis [3] in investigating the properties of such operators on L1 and C(S)-spaces. Due to its importance for various applications subsequent work has continued to focus on understanding the structure of D-P operators from the space L^O, 1] to various specific, as well as general, Banach spaces (e.g. [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 
16]).
A particular case in point is the paper of Gretsky and Ostroy [6] on D-P operators from L1[0,1] to certain Banach lattices. Motivated by considerations of mathematical economics [5] they showed that every regular operator (i.e. a difference of positive operators) from ¿'[0,1] to a Banach lattice having an "order compatible" Schauder basis is a D-P operator; in particular (their case of greatest interest) every regular operator from L^O, 1] to c0 is D-P. In a recent paper [9] the author showed the converse of this last result is also true, so the D-P operators from L1[0,1] to cr, are precisely the regular operators.
The question which now arises is whether the converse of the Gretsky-Ostroy theorem is true in general. In particular, suppose A is a symmetric, solid, Banach sequence space (i.e., if {ai}°^x G X then {an^)}°^x G X for any permutation tt, and if |&t| < |a¿| for all i then (¿>¿) G A). Suppose, too, that the unit vectors {ej}jL1 in A, defined by ej = {oij}°^i, form a symmetric basis for A and that the order on A is defined by {ai}°lx < {6¿}¿^i <=> a¿ < 6, for all i. Then {ej}'?L1 is an order compatible basis for A, so every regular operator T: L1[0,1] -* A is D-P. The question we consider is the converse: Is every D-P operator T: L^O, 1] -> X a regular operator?
The purpose of the present paper is to give a complete solution to this problem. The interesting aspect of the solution itself is the fact that the positive answer obtained for the case A = cç, mentioned above is completely atypical, in the following sense: If A = Xxx then every bounded linear operator T: L*[0, 1] -► A is regular, while if A ^ Xxx (the case of en) then the only time every D-P operator T: L1[0,1] -► A is regular is when X = cr,; hence the result proved in [9] is more fortuitous than characteristic.
Finally, we show that for any A every weakly compact operator T: L1[0,1] -► A is regular, a satisfying result pertinent to this questions since every such weakly compact operator is a D-P operator [10, p. 182 ].
2. If £7 and F are Banach spaces we denote the set of all bounded linear operators from E to F by ¿f(E,F).
If E is a Banach space and x G E, we denote the norm of x in E by ||x||£. In the case where E is Lp or V for 1 < p < +00, we will write \x\e = \\x\\p-Throughout the paper A will always denote a symmetric, solid, Banach sequence space in which the unit vectors {ej}f!L1 form a symmetric Schauder basis and in which the order is defined coordinatewise (as we outlined in §1). In particular, then, {e,-}^ is an order compatible basis for A, so every regular operator T: Lx\0, ll -» A is a D-P operator.
Recall that the Kóthe dual of A is the sequence space Since {HT'eilli} G A and {*}£, is a basis for A, ||E,"" l|r*ei||ie<|U r* 0 as n -* oo. Therefore | Y£ín a¿llT""et||i| -> ° uniformly over IKoJ^Ja* < 1, so given £ > 0 choose n so that | X^=naîll^'*e»llil < £ wr an IKa¿)llAx < 1. Then \T,Zna*(T*ei'9)\ < £ whenever ||(a,)|U* < 1 and Wg]^ < 1, or \{zZZn{Toi(9),ei)e,,{al}°g1)\ < s whenever ||(a<)|U* < 1 and HffH«, < 1. That is, || X^n(-^0î(i?)>e*)e»llA -* 0 as n -> co, uniformly over g in the unit ball of L°°[0,1], so {To zf/IHgHoc < 1} is conditionally compact in A [4, p. 260]. Therefore Toi is compact and it follows that T is a D-P operator.
It is natural to ask whether the converse of the last assertion of Theorem 1 is true, and hence whether it is possible to characterize the D-P operators from Lx[0,1] to A by the condition that {117^11}°^ G A. According to the first part of Theorem 1 this will be true whenever A = Xxx, and it was shown in [9] to also be true when A = cp. It turns out, however, that this is not always the case. In fact, (as in the case A = c0 in [9] ) the condition {||T*e¿||i}¿^1 G A actually characterizes the regularity of operators from L^O, 1] to A. That is, |(E~"|ai|T-ei,|0|)| < s for all yi«, < 1 and all IKaJ^JU* < 1, so Il EHU |oi|T*ej||i < £ whenever n > N and ||{a¿}£ilU* < 1-But since T*e¿ > 0 a.e. this says that E¿^n |a¿|||T*e¿||i < e whenever ||(a,)||,\x < 1 and n > N, so E~i ||T*ei||ie¿ converges in A; that is, {HT'e^i}^ G A. for all ||{a»}||A* < 1 and for all {e¿} with |e¿| = 1; it follows that || E^i laí||T*e¿|||oo < ||T*|| = ||T|| for all such {a,} G Xx, and hence that | Y™ln |a¿|(|T*e¿|, f -g)\< ||/ -<7||i||T|| < e/2 whenever IK^^iHa1 < 1, and for all n. Moreover, since {|lT*et||i}£i e A there is an integer TV such that if n > N then || E~" ||T*e,||e,||A < t:/2||g||0o. Therefore if n > N and IKaJIU* < 1 it follows that Ela'KIT*e*U> <llffl|oo¿la<lllr*e'll1<llffll 2|M¡ We see in Corollary 1 the essential simplicity of the case A = Xxx, while if A ^ Xxx the relationship between regular operators and D-P operators becomes more interesting. In all cases regularity implies the D-P property [6] , and when A = Co it is known that the converse also holds [9] . Surprisingly, this turns out to be the only such case (i.e. where A ^ Xxx) for which this is true. \\{bi}?=ih<K for some constant A:, (since A1 is isomorphic to Z1 by the above). Since this last is < Ä"supj>p |cj| -► 0 as p -» oo it follows that {c¿}¿^j G A and since A C Co (always) we have X = cq, a contradiction. Therefore, it must be that Xxx ^ l°°. From this we also see that Xxx must be a subset of cq. If not, there is a sequence {a*}?î n Xxx but not in cq, and hence an e > 0 and a subsequence {ai^^i of {ai}^x for which |a¿J > £ for all k. Since Xxx is both symmetric and solid the sequence {|a<i I) |°i2|, • • • } is also in Xxx and hence so is any bounded sequence {bj}j?=1 since we can write {bj}jLt as the sequence
where sup-, < -sup \bk\ < +00.
That is, Z°° C Xxx and since the reverse inclusion always holds we would have l°° = Xxx, a contradiction to the above result. where this goes to zero as TV -> 00 since {o"} G en-Hence || E^Ljv an(^n, f)zn\\\ -* 0 uniformly over ||/||2 < 1 and, as we remarked above, it follows that T is a D-P operator which is not regular.
The results given here (along with the Gretsky-Ostroy Theorem) provide a complete description of the relationship between D-P operators and regular operators from Ll 
